A versatile construction hoist system comprises a hoist trolley (2) having a first pair (16, 18) of connection members, and a work platform (32) having a second pair (38, 40) of connection members. The work platform is releasably connectable to the trolley through interconnection of the first and second pairs of connection members with the work platform in a horizontal position in which the work platform floor is situated at the first level (55) relative to the trolley. A transport platform (60), which has a third pair (74, 76) of connection members, is releasably connectable to the trolley (2) through interconnection of the first (16, 18) and third pairs (74, 76) of connection members with the transport platform in a horizontal position in which its floor (62) is situated at a second level (80) relative to the trolley, said second level being below said first level. An adapter (66) enables use of standard transport platform elements.
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Construction hoist system

The present invention relates to a construction hoist system, comprising at least one mast having two adjacent parallel corner rails, a trolley running on the corner rails, and a motor on the trolley for driving the trolley along the corner rails. The system further comprises a first pair of connection members on the trolley, a work platform having a substantially flat work floor, and a second pair of connection members on the work platform. The work platform is releasably connectable to the trolley through interconnection of the first and second pairs of connection members with the work platform in a horizontal position in which the work floor is situated at a first level relative the trolley.

Such a construction hoist system is disclosed in SE-B-462 336. At one end the work platform of this known system is hinged on the trolley through the first and second pairs of connection members, and at the opposite end the work platform is hinged to another trolley on another adjacent mast through further pairs of connection members similar to said first and second pairs of connection members. As a result the work platform is allowed to tilt somewhat as it is hoisted or lowered between the two adjacent masts. A levelling device controls the trolley motors on the respective masts in response to sensors sensing the deviation of the work platform from a desired normal horizontal position of the work platform, so that the work platform substantially maintains its horizontal position during hoisting and lowering. Thus, the known system is limited to a two-mast configuration.

The prime object of the present invention is to provide a new construction hoist system, which is more versatile than the above known system and which is not limited to a two-mast configuration but can include a single-mast configuration as well.

Another object of the invention is to provide a versatile
construction hoist system comprising simple and easy-to-use components to facilitate tailor-made configurations of the system for any buildings.

These objects are obtained by the construction hoist system described initially, which is characterised by a transport platform having a substantially flat load carrier floor, and a third pair of connection members provided on the transport platform, the transport platform being releasably connectable to the trolley through interconnection of the first and third pairs of connection members with the transport platform in a horizontal position in which the load carrier floor is situated at a second level relative the trolley, said second level being below said first level.

As a result, the advantage is obtained that besides the option of connecting the work platform, typically of a conventional type with a raised work floor, to the trolley there is also the alternative option of connecting the transport platform, typically with a low load carrier floor, to the trolley. Said second level relative the trolley is suitably selected so that the load carrier floor of the transport platform is close to or rests on the ground when the trolley is in its lowermost position on the mast, in order to facilitate material handling, i.e. loading and unloading the transport platform.

The construction hoist system of the invention preferably comprises an adapter having said third pair of connection members and being releasably connected to the transport platform. The adapter enables use of conventional types of transport platforms, which is cost beneficial.

In accordance with a simple and inexpensive design of the adapter, the adapter comprises a lateral beam, and two spaced apart posts extending upwardly from the lateral beam, said third pair of connection members being formed on the posts at their upper free ends.
For a single mast configuration, when the transport platform is relatively short, typically extending not longer than about 1.5 metres from the trolley, the construction hoist system of the invention suitably comprises a horizontal support beam, which is releasably attachable to the lateral beam of the adaptor to form a rigid unit consisting of the support beam and the adaptor. The support beam is releasably attachable to the trolley in such a manner that the load carrier floor of the transport platform is fixed in a horizontal position when the transport platform is attached to the trolley through the support beam.

In the case when the transport platform is relatively long, typically from two to about six metres, the construction hoist system of the invention comprises an additional mast with an additional trolley, and an additional adapter, which is releasably connected to the transport platform at an end thereof which is opposite the end of the platform which is provided with said first-mentioned adapter.

Suitably, said third pair of connection members of the first-mentioned adapter are hingeable on said first pair of connection members of the trolley and the pair of connection members on the additional adapter are hingeable on an additional pair of connection members on the additional trolley, such that the transport platform is tiltable about a horizontal axis through said third and first pairs of connection members and about a horizontal axis through the pairs of connection members on the additional trolley and the additional adapter.

The construction hoist system of the present invention is explained in more detail in the following with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a trolley of the construction hoist system of the invention,

Figure 2 is a perspective view of a work platform section
fitting the trolley in Fig.1,

Figure 3 is a perspective view of a trolley of the type shown in Fig.1 running on a left mast and a perspective view of the left end of the work platform of Fig.2,

Figure 4 is a perspective view of a trolley of the type shown in Fig.1 running on a right mast and a perspective view of the right end of the work platform of Fig.2,

Figure 5 is a perspective view of a transport platform of the construction hoist system of the invention,

Figure 6 is a perspective view of an adapter fitting the trolley in Fig.3,

Figure 7 is a perspective view of an adapter of the same type as the adapter of Fig.6, but provided with a support beam and fitting the trolley of Fig.1 and 4, respectively,

Figure 8 illustrates a two-mast configuration according to the construction hoist system of the invention, comprising a transport platform of the type of Fig.5 connected to the trolleys of Figs.3 and 4 with the aid of two adapters of the type shown in Fig.6, and

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate tailor-made examples of the construction hoist system of the invention.

Figure 1 shows a trolley 2 in accordance with the construction hoist system of the present invention comprising a generally rectangular vertically extending trolley frame 4, guide wheels 6 journalled on the trolley frame 4, and a platform connection frame 8 rigidly attached to the trolley frame 4. The platform connection frame 8 has a horizontal top beam 10, a horizontal lower beam 12, and two side beams 14 tapering from the top beam 10 to the lower beam 12. Two upper connection members 16 and 18 are mounted on the top beam 10 at opposite ends thereof, and a lower connection member 20 in
the shape of a bracket is releasably attached to the lower beam 12. Each upper connection member 18 comprises a single bracket 18A with a horizontal hinge hole and an adjacent double bracket 18B with horizontal hinge holes. A mitre-wheel gearing 22 with an electric motor 24 is mounted on the upper part of the trolley frame 4 and a safety device 26 of a well-known type is mounted on the lower part of the trolley frame 4. On the lower part of the trolley frame 4 there is also mounted a level sensor 28 with a lever arm 30.

Figure 2 shows a rectangular work platform section 32 of a conventional design comprising a work floor 34 and a strengthening framework structure 36 under the work floor 34. As shown in Fig. 2 there are two upper right connection members 38 and 40 rigidly attached to two adjacent corners of the work floor 34, two upper left connection members 42 and 44 rigidly attached to the other two corners of the rectangular work floor 34, and lower right and left connection members 46 and 48, respectively, rigidly attached to the lower part of the framework structure 36. Each upper right connection member 38, 40 is designed as a double bracket with horizontal hinge holes, whereas each upper left connection member 42, 44 is designed as a single bracket with a horizontal hinge hole. Likewise, the lower right connection member 46 is designed as a double bracket, whereas the lower left connection member 48 is designed as a single bracket.

The construction hoist system of the invention further comprises at least one mast 50 having four vertical corner rails 52 and at least one vertical rack 54, see Fig. 4. The trolley 2 runs by means of its guide wheels 6 on two adjacent corner rails 52. A pinion, not shown, of the gearing 22 is in mesh with the rack 54 to enable the motor 24 to drive the trolley 2 along the mast 50. However, other types of transmissions, such as cable and pulley transmission, may be substituted for the described rack and pinion transmission.

In a single mast configuration, the work platform section 32 is hinged to the trolley 2 by interconnecting the upper right
double brackets 38,40 of the work platform section 32 and the upper single brackets 16A,18A of the connection frame 8 by means of hinge pins, not shown, extending through the horizontal holes of the brackets. In this case the lower right double bracket 46 of the work platform section 32 is secured to the lower bracket 20 of the connection frame 8, so that the work floor 34 extends horizontally from the trolley 2. As a result, the work floor 34 is situated at an upper level 55 relative the trolley 2.

If desired, a number of work platforms sections 32 may be interconnected by means of the brackets 38-48, to form a longer work platform 32, up to about 19 metres would be possible. In such a case, the construction hoist system of the invention provides a double mast configuration as will be explained with reference to Figs.3 and 4. The components shown in Figs.3 which correspond to the components shown in Figs.1,2 and 4 have the same reference numerals with the addition of a 'prime'. An additional mast 50' with an additional trolley 2' is provided to be connected to the left end of the work platform 32. The additional trolley 2' is equivalent to the trolley 2, except that the upper connection members 16',18' of the trolley 2' are turned upside down, so that the double brackets 16B',18B' are situated above the single brackets 16A',18A'. As a result the upper left single brackets 42,44 of the work platform 32 fit the double brackets 16B',18B' of the trolley 2'.

In the same manner as described above in connection with the single mast configuration, the right end of the work platform 32 is hinged to the trolley 2 by means of the brackets 16A,18A,38,40. The lower bracket 46 of the work platform 32 is connected to the lever arm 30. Likewise, the left end of the work platform 32 is hinged to the trolley 2'. As a result, the work platform 32 is tiltable about a horizontal axis 56 through the brackets 16A,18A,38,40 and about a horizontal axis 58 through the brackets 16B',18B',42,44. A levelling device, known per se, controls the trolley motors 24,24' in response to the level sensors 28,28' sensing the
deviation of the work platform 32 from a desired horizontal position of the work platform, so that the work platform 32 substantially maintains its horizontal position during hoisting and lowering.

Fig.5 shows a rectangular transport platform 60 in accordance with the construction hoist system of the invention, comprising a load carrier floor 62 mounted on a rectangular frame 64. An adapter 66 for the transport platform 60 comprises two parallel fork elements 68, which are attachable to the frame 64 at each short end of the transport platform 60, a lateral beam 70 extending between the fork elements 68, and two spaced apart posts 72 extending vertically upwardly from the lateral beam 70. Two double brackets 74 and 76 of the same type as the brackets 38,40 on the work platform 32 are attached to the posts 72 at their upper free ends. A connection element 78 projects from the lateral beam 70.

With the transport platform 60 provided with two adapters 66, of which one has single brackets attached to the posts 72, the transport platform 60 is connectable to the trolleys 2 and 2′ in substantially the same manner as described above for the connection of the work platforms to the trolleys 2,2′ see Fig.8. The lever arms 30 and 30′ are attached to the respective connection elements 78. As a result, the transport platform is tiltable about the horizontal axes 56 and 58. When the transport platform 60 is in a horizontal position the carrier load floor 62 is situated at a level 80 relative the trolley 2 well below said level 55 of the work floor of the work platform 32.

In the case of a single mast configuration, a support beam 82 is releasably attached to the adapter 66 as illustrated in Fig.7. When the transport platform 60 provided with one adapter 66 is connected to the trolley 2, the support beam 82 is releasably attached to the lower beam 12 of the connection frame 8 on the trolley 2.

Accordingly, the components of the construction hoist system
of the present invention including masts 50, trolleys 2, work platforms 32, transport platforms 60 and adapters 66 with or without support beams 82 enable tailor-made configurations for any buildings, as by way of example are schematically illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10.
Claims

1. A construction hoist system, comprising at least one mast (50) having two adjacent parallel corner rails (52), a trolley (2) running on the corner rails, a motor (24) on the trolley for driving the trolley along the corner rails, a first pair (16,18) of connection members on the trolley, a work platform (32) having a substantially flat work floor (34), a second pair (38,40) of connection members on the work platform, the work platform being releasably connectable to the trolley through interconnection of the first and second pairs of connection members with the work platform in a horizontal position in which the work floor is situated at a first level (55) relative the trolley, characterized by a transport platform (60) having a substantially flat load carrier floor (62), and a third pair (74,76) of connection members provided on the transport platform, the transport platform being releasably connectable to the trolley (2) through interconnection of the first (16,18) and third pairs (74,76) of connection members with the transport platform in a horizontal position in which the load carrier floor (62) is situated at a second level (80) relative the trolley, said second level being below said first level.

2. A construction hoist system according to claim 1, further comprising an adapter (66) having said third pair (74,76) of connection members, the adapter being releasably connected to the transport platform (60).

3. A construction hoist system according to claim 2, wherein the adapter (66) comprises a lateral beam (70), and two spaced apart posts (72) extending upwardly from the lateral beam, said third pair (74,76) of connection members being formed on the posts at their upper free ends.

4. A construction hoist system according to claim 3, further comprising a horizontal support beam (82), which is releasably attachable to the lateral beam (70) of the adapter (66) to form a rigid unit consisting of the support beam and
the adapter, the support beam (82) being releasably attachable to the trolley (2), such that the load carrier floor (62) of the transport platform (60) is fixed in a horizontal position when the transport platform is attached to the trolley through the support beam.

5. A construction hoist system according to claim 1, further comprising an additional mast (50') having two adjacent parallel corner rails (52'), an additional trolley (2') running on the corner rails of the additional mast, a motor (24') on the additional trolley for driving the additional trolley along the corner rails, a fourth pair (16',18') of connection members on the additional trolley, a fifth pair (42,44) of connection members on the work platform (32), the work platform being releasably connectable to the additional trolley (2') through interconnection of the fourth (16',18') and fifth (42,44) pairs of connection members with the work platform in a horizontal position in which the work floor (34) is situated at a third level relative the additional trolley, and a sixth pair of connection members provided on the transport platform (60), the transport platform being releasably connectable to the additional trolley (2') through interconnection of the fourth (16',18') and sixth pairs of connection members with the transport platform in a horizontal position in which the load carrier floor is situated at a fourth level relative the additional trolley, said fourth level being below said third level.

6. A construction hoist system according to claim 5, further comprising a first adapter (66) having said third pair (74,76) of connection members and a second adapter having said sixth pair of connection members, the adapters being releasably connected to the transport platform (60) at mutual ends thereof.

7. A construction hoist system according to claim 6, wherein the first adapter (66) and the second adapter, respectively, comprises a lateral beam (70), and two spaced apart posts (72) extending upwardly from the lateral beam, said third
pair (74,76) of connection members being formed on the posts of the first adapter at their upper free ends and said sixth pair of connection members being formed on the posts of the second adapter at their upper free ends.

8. A construction hoist system according to claim 7, wherein said third pair (74,76) of connection members of the transport platform (60) are hingeable on said first pair (16,18) of connection members of the trolley (2) and said sixth pair of connection members of the transport platform are hingeable on said fourth pair (16′,18′) of connection members of the additional trolley (2′), such that the transport platform is tiltable about a horizontal axis (56) through said third and first pairs of connection members and about a horizontal axis (58) through said sixth and fourth pairs of connection members.
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